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                    Abstract
Fictional truth, or truth in fiction/pretense, has been the object of extended scrutiny among philosophers and logicians in recent decades. Comparatively little attention, however, has been paid to its inferential relationships with time and with certain deliberate and contingent human activities, namely, the creation of fictional works. The aim of the paper is to contribute to filling the gap. Toward this goal, a formal framework is outlined that is consistent with a variety of conceptions of fictional truth and based upon a specific formal treatment of time and agency, that of so-called stit logics. Moreover, a complete axiomatic theory of fiction-making TFM is defined, where fiction-making is understood as the exercise of agency and choice in time over what is fictionally true. The language \(\mathcal {L}\) of TFM is an extension of the language of propositional logic, with the addition of temporal and modal operators. A distinctive feature of \(\mathcal {L}\) with respect to other modal languages is a variety of operators having to do with fictional truth, including a ‘fictionality’ operator \(M \) (to be read as “it is a fictional truth that”). Some applications of TFM are outlined, and some interesting linguistic and inferential phenomena, which are not so easily dealt with in other frameworks, are accounted for.
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                    Notes
	See, e.g., Reicher (2008). For the sake of simplicity, I follow common philosophical practice in classifying discourse about fiction into different sorts of sentences, although, strictly speaking, it would be better to draw the relevant distinctions at the level of language use.


	It is worth stressing that this is a clarification, not a definition of internal sentences. Moreover, internal sentences ought not to be confused with those sentences that directly occur in fictional stories.


	Of course, a sentence may also be internal to a plurality of fictional settings, but let us put this case aside for simplicity.


	It is important to distinguish the paraphrase thesis from other, much stronger views, such as Lewis’s 1978 idea that internal sentences are abbreviations of the corresponding metafictional sentences (see Bertolet 1984b and Predelli 1997 for critical discussions of this view).


	This formulation is rough mainly because, as pointed out in note 1, to speak of internal sentences is not entirely appropriate. A more accurate formulation ought to take into the account the circumstances of use of the relevant sentences.


	This section is only meant as a preliminary, informal presentation of these notions, which are officially introduced below, in Sect. 3.2. For those interested in the formal aspects of the proposal, it is worth anticipating that TFM is based upon Ockhamist frames, not on Branching Time frames (see below, p. 8 and Sect. 3). Thus, for instance, neither the notion of a moment nor that of a history are taken to be primitive notions, but are rather defined with reference to points and to accessibility relations between points.


	This informal reading is only adequate if \(\lozenge _{\sigma }\) is not in the scope of a tense operator.


	See below, Sect. 3.3. For the convenience of the reader, here is an informal characterization of the truth-conditions of sentences of \(\mathcal {L}\) involving these operators (where ‘true’ means true in an \(\mathbf{OTF}\) model):
	
                          (a sentence of form) \(P\mathcal {A} \,(F\mathcal {A})\) is true at \(m/h\) iff \(\mathcal {A} \) is true at some point \(m^{\prime }/h\), where \(m^{\prime }\prec m\,(m^{\prime }\succ m)\).

                        
	
                          
                            \(\lozenge \mathcal {A} \) is true at \(m/h\) iff \(\mathcal {A} \) is true at some point \(m/h'\).

                        
	
                          
                            \(\lozenge _{\sigma } \mathcal {A} \) is true at \(m/h\) iff \(\mathcal {A} \) is true at some point \(m^{\prime }/h^{\prime }\) in the same instant as \(m/h\).

                        
	
                          
                            \([\alpha _{\,k}\,{ dstit}]\mathcal {A} \) (\([{ Dstit}]\mathcal {A} \)) is true at \(m/h\) iff (a) \(\mathcal {A}\) is true at all points \(m/h^{\prime }\) such that \(h^{\prime }\) is in the same choice of \(\alpha _{k}\) (of some agent) as \(h\), and (b) \(\mathcal {A} \) is false at some point \(m/h^{\prime \prime }\).

                        


                    

	Admittedly, the precise extent of this restriction is not entirely uncontroversial, for different philosophers may disagree on what fictional settings are possible in this sense. However, I would regard as possible most fictional works that are logically consistent and entail neither blatant metaphysical impossibilities nor disputable views about time, identity, the nature of things, and the like.


	It might appear that Nts is at odds with certain linguistic practices. In particular, we often use present-tense metafictional sentences to report fictional works set in the past or in the future. For instance, we can say:
	
                          (*)
                          
                            In Julius Caesar, Brutus commits suicide.

                          
                        

even though, in Julius Caesar, it is clearly false that Brutus’s suicide occurs now. However, these uses may be explained by assuming that, in sentences like (*), the present tense is temporally idle (‘eternal’ or ‘historical’) and so without postulating genuine temporal shifts. Whether there are ‘fictionality’ operators that are prone to induce temporal shifts is a delicate issue, which we cannot tackle here (see Predelli 2008 for a discussion; see also Voltolini 2006 and references therein on the interplay between fictional discourse and contextual shifts). Be that as it may, Nts entails that our ‘fictionality’ operators are not among them.


	I am grateful to an anonymous referee for having brought this problem to my attention.


	Recall that here trees are taken to extend indefinitely toward both the past and a future (see above, p. 5), a feature that makes them at least questionable as representations of the physical universe.


	
                      \(\mathbf{TFM}^{-} \) and \(\mathbf{OTF}^{-}\) frames are formally characterized below, in note 19.


	Walton (1990, p. 87) countenances the possibility that a story comes into existence as a result of purely natural, non-agentive processes; Currie (2010, § 1.4) disagrees. Anyway, we may easily imagine a mischievous author that, in order to falsify Creation, adopts a peculiar, ‘random’ method of composition that prevents the resulting work from being counted as a deliberate creation.


	Those readers who are especially at ease with formal definitions and semantic clauses might want to have a look below, to Sect. 3.1–3.3, before reading the remainder of this section.


	This is obviously not a characterization of the notion of a non-linear expansion. I think it possible to provide some such characterization, at least given a certain level of idealization and a number of philosophical decisions, but this would require a richer formal framework than the one introduced here.


	It might be objected that Agilulf, the nonexistent knight of the eponym novel by Italo Calvino, provides a counter-example to this analysis. The reason is that it appears that Agilulf has been created by Calvino even though in the story he is nonexistent. This objection has some initial plausibility, but it does not stand close scrutiny. Like any other character of a fictional work, in the work Agilulf is an agent, and as such has a number of existence-entailing properties (being sentient, having causal efficacy, and so on). Thus either the story is inconsistent, and Agilulf both exists and does not exist therein, or “nonexistent” is to be understood in a somewhat idiosyncratic way, for instance as a synonym of “immaterial.” Either way, the counter-example is blocked.


	This is not to say that it is completely neutral, however. Among other things, it presupposes an indeterministic and possibilist framework that may or may not suit one’s metaphysical tastes. (Albeit, of course, nothing forbids adopting an instrumentalist or fictionalist understanding of this presupposition.)


	The aforementioned theory \(\mathbf{TFM}^{-} \)(p. 10) and the corresponding \(\mathbf{OTF}^{-}\) frames are easily obtained from TFM and \(\mathbf{OTF}\) frames by dropping the axiom Tree and the frame property TREE, respectively (see below, pp. 20–23). It is straightforward, and left to the reader, to extend the proofs of soundness and completeness for TFM to \(\mathbf{TFM}^{-} \).


	Note that here the symbols \(<, \sim , \ldots , {\overset{_{\curvearrowright }}{_{\,f_{\;s}}}}\) are not understood to denote the same relations as in Definition 6 (unless \(\mathcal {N}\) is perfect, see Definition 19). This (harmless) ambiguity is allowed too keep terminological complexity to a minimum.
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